Library Assignment (20)
(Due: Wednesday, May 29 in Class)

1. List the author, article title, journal, year, volume and page numbers for five articles dealing with some economic aspect of either the rail, trucking, airline, or maritime transport industries in the U.S. Articles must be from one of the following journals and be dated 1995 or later. Please do not include articles that are on the syllabus.

(10)

Transportation Journal
Journal of Transport Economics and Policy
Transportation Research, Part A, B or E.
Transportation Practitioners Journal
Yale Journal of Regulation
International Journal of Transportation Economics
Southern Economic Journal
Economic Inquiry
American Economic Review
Review of Industrial Organization
Journal of Law and Economics
American Journal of Agricultural Economics
Logistics and transportation review

2. Select one of these articles and write a brief (1-2 page typed) summary/critique. (Summarize the major points made by the authors and explain why you agree or disagree. Is there anything that the authors did not consider that you think might be an important contribution to their work?) Be sure to attach a xerox copy of the journal article.
(10)

Keep a copy of your summary/critique as you will be expected to make a brief presentation in class on either May 29 or June 3 (worth an additional 10 points for in class participation). So pick an article you find interesting!